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Committee:  PR - Biennial Conference planning Sept. 27-28, 2019 

Chair:   Gloria Yachyshen 

Members:  Cathy Cormier, Heather Martin, Janine Landry, Shirley Corbett and Mike Harvey (ex  

  officio),  Diane DeCoste (as required) 

Meeting Date: Friday, December 21, 2018, 12:00-13:00 (teleconference) 

Dial:  Teleconference #1-888-882-9090 (participant 9845752#; chair 5008760#) 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Present:  Janine Landry, Mike Harvey, Cathy Cormier, Shirley Corbett, Gloria Yachyshen, Heather  

  Martin 

Regrets: Diane DeCoste 

 

Selection of Secretary for Minutes: Janine Landry agreed to act as secretary 

 

Guest Speakers/Schedule - Update (Gloria) 

Friday: 

 - Stephane Bourrassa (approx $2,800) the exec likes this speaker for SLPs and possibly inviting OTs  

 - David McFarlane (dysphagia) French or English (teaching in Montreal) We will ask him to present in Fr. 

- Supper and AGM 

- We discussed having a silent auction before dinner with each region contributing a basket. Proceeds to 

go to a charity. 

Saturday: 

- Janine Verge - Audiology ($400 plus travel and meals - coming from Halifax) 

 -  Break-out sessions - 30 minute presentations  

 looking at having members who attended ASHA to discuss what was presented 

 other ideas: clinical round table discussions - hot topics, new articles, iPad apps (Fr and Engl)  

 - all in the same room so everyone can attend everything or one for Auds and one for S-LPs 

 - group speakers adult/general/pediatric so people can choose which sessions to attend 

  - translation? 

 - can we offer an honorarium for volunteer speakers or a discounted membership? 

 Send a mass e-mail to ask for presenters and reach out personally (Cathy to draft a letter to call 

 for speakers and Heather to translate) 

Lunch but no afternoon nutrition break and encourage speakers to wrap up by 2:00-3:00 

 

Exhibitors - audiology, dysphagia, discovery toys, catalogues, laryngectomy supplies 

 -We need to find out from Mike and the Crowne Plaza rooms/space available for these and the 

 silent auction. 

 - Do we want to charge for tables? 

 

Meals/Menu (Mike) 

- Previous AGMs were held either at lunch or supper on Friday, or at breakfast on the Saturday (Day2) in 

the past, but never at lunch on Saturday, Probably not an issue though. 

- If only 1 meal is purchased for 1 day, a fee of $600/day will be added to the invoice for the meeting 

space. 

 - if no meal is purchased for each day, a fee of $1,100/day will be added to invoice 

 - Meals for 80 are approx $1,500-$2,000 for breakfast or lunch and approx$3,500 for supper. 

 - Nutrition breaks cost between $450and $800 



- Cost estimate with latest changes (file sent via email)  

 

Our suggestion for meals following discussion was as follows: 

 

 Day One: a.m. nutrition break, lunch, p.m. nutrition break, silent auction (in bar?) with pre-dinner 

cocktails, supper with AGM  

Day Two: am nutrition break, lunch (we discussed asking presentations to conclude between 2:00-3:00 

so that people could leave rather than providing a second nutrition break). 

 

Next Meeting: Mike to send out Doodle poll 

 

Adjournment: 1300 

 

  

 


